Substantial Insight™ Legal Support Services
Your Challenges

The world of Law continues to become more complex as the mass of
documentation handled continues to grow in both volume and in the
variety of source and format. The process of summarizing, categorizing
and organizing Depositions, Testimonies, Interrogatories, Transcripts,
Filings and Rulings can represent one of the most time-consuming and
expensive aspects of handling a case.
Attorneys have, by default, been forced to spend much of their time in
the role of information technology specialists – managing large volumes
of documents, extracting and organizing the complex data they contain,
determining the intricate relationships between the documents and data,
and dealing with the storage, retrieval and presentation of the documents
and data– as a prerequisite before they can begin to apply their
knowledge of the law. Support staff and budgets are often stretched to
their limit in order to help cope with these issues.

Achieve
Substantial insight
Highest and best use of
your time
Better communications
Competitive advantages
Optimized use of
support staff
Ability to scale quickly
Substantial cost savings

Our Solutions

At CompuSharp, we provide technology-enabled services that help you
rapidly gain substantial insight into the case, and then work with,
manipulate and frame information more powerfully. These services,
which allow you to spend more of your time practicing law, can include:
Document Mapping
•
•
•

Contact:

Extraction and classification of information based on key issues
you have identified as important
Organization and presentation of the documents in revolutionary
visual formats that provide an intuitive roadmap for navigation
into the case
Instant document access and hypertext linkage of related
documents

Document Summarization and Data Synthesis
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Document Mapping to put everything in context
Synthesis of verbose running text to summarize content
Entity relationships diagrams drawn to highlight relationships
and interdependencies of classes of items you define as relevant
Sequence of event charts and process flowcharts that provide a
concise view of events
Inconsistencies and discrepancies reported for your study
All information presented and available through one powerful
interface, with the original documents just one click away
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Our Unique Data Synthesis Process

Our unique process has been derived from years of experience in dealing
with large data-intensive systems. Your case is presented to you as
you’ve never seen it before - in formats that are easy to read, high-level,
logically organized, graphically oriented and intuitive. Your document
maps will provide meaningful details, cross-references and quick links to
the original documents.

Identify client key
issues, concerns

Meta-data

Review to verify
all facts

Entity-Rels
Data flows
Process flows

Organize data in
structured format

Link documents

Summarize
documents

Produce
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Secure delivery
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